Hi. I'm Pearson author Tiffany Roy, co-author of Criminalistics 13th Edition. I'm excited that Criminalistics 13th Edition is launching in Revel for the first time because forensic science is a visual field and Revel allows me to demonstrate the concepts students are reading about in a way that's not possible by reading a text. Criminalistics lets students read a little, do a little by embedding interactives throughout the narrative that bring the content to life. Instead of simply reading about criminalistics, students think critically about the key concepts.

Revel for Criminalistics enhances the student experience with virtual laboratory exercises that are intended to give a student a first-hand look at the types of tests and examinations performed in the crime lab. Using 360-degree photography, microscope imagery, and explanatory videos, these laboratory exercises give students an opportunity to experience a day in the life of a forensic scientist.

Revel engages students deeply, which leads to a better understanding of course material. Author explanatory videos add additional explanations and examples integrated right into the narrative. Check your understanding assessments are included for each learning objective for students to get instant feedback on their progress, as well as end of chapter quizzes that report to the performance dashboard.

Revel for Criminalistics provides a dynamic mobile reading experience that drives engagement and preparedness. If you want to learn more about Revel, go to pearsonhighered.com/revel.

Thank you for using Criminalistics 13th Edition in your classes.